Abstract. Until recently, referring expression generation (reg) research focused on the task of selecting the semantic content of definite mentions of listener-familiar discourse entities. In the grec research programme we have been interested in a version of the reg problem definition that is (i) grounded within discourse context, (ii) embedded within an application context, and (iii) informed by naturally occurring data. This paper provides an overview of our aims and motivations in this research programme, the data resources we have built, and the first three sharedtask challenges, grec-msr'08, grec-msr'09 and grec-neg'09, we have run based on the data.
Background
Referring Expression Generation (reg) is one of the most lively and thriving subfields of Natural Language Generation (nlg). Traditionally, it has addressed the following question:
[G]iven a symbol corresponding to an intended referent, how do we work out the semantic content of a referring expression that uniquely identifies the entity in question? [5, p. 1004] Realisation, i.e. turning the resulting semantic content representation into a string of words, is not part of this problem specification, and reg has moreover predominantly considered the task in isolation-taking into account neither the discourse context (it was assumed that attributes were being selected for definite mentions of listener-familiar entities), nor the context of the language generation process (it was assumed that a reg module is called at some point in the generation process and that referent, potential distractors, and their possible attributes will be provided as parameters to the reg module).
In the 1990s, reg research looked at two main factors in selecting attributes (semantic content): unique identification (of the intended referent from a set including possible distractors), and brevity [9, 31] . The most influential of these algorithms, the Incremental Algorithm (ia) [10] , originally just selected attributes for a single entity from a given set, but a range of extensions have been reported, including van Deemter's set algorithm which can generate res to sets of entities [11] , and Siddharthan and Copestake's algorithm [32] which is able to identify attributes that are particularly discriminating given the entities in the contrast set of distractor entities.
Work in the 2000s increasingly took into account that there is more to reg than attribute selection, identification and brevity. Krahmer and Theune [21] moved away from the simplifying assumption, made by Dale and Reiter among others, that the contextually specified set of salient destractors would be provided to the reg algorithm. Their context-sensitive version of the ia took context into account, replacing the requirement that the intended referent be the only entity that matches the re, to the requirement that it be the most salient in a given context. Jordan [18] showed that res used by people do not always follow the brevity principle: she found a large proportion of over-specified redescriptions in the Coconut corpus of dialogues and showed that some dialogue states and communicative goals make over-specified res more likely. Viethen & Dale [37] pointed out that the question why people choose different res in different contexts has not really been addressed:
Not only do different people use different referring expressions for the same object, but the same person may use different expressions for the same object on different occasions. Although this may seem like a rather unsurprising observation, it has never, as far as we are aware, been taken into account in the development of any algorithm for generation of referring expressions. [37, p. 119] Researchers also started looking at real reg data, e.g. Viethen & Dale [37] and Gatt et al. [12] collected corpora of referring expressions elicited by asking participants to describe entities in scenarios of furniture items and faces. Others have looked at res in discourse context. Nenkova's thesis [26] looked at rewriting mentions of people in extractive summaries with the aim of improving them within their new context, focusing on first mentions. Belz & Varges [3] collected a corpus of Wikipedia articles in order to investigate the question of how writers select mentions of named entities (cities, countries, rivers, people, mountains) in discourse context.
Other resources exist within which res have been annotated in some way. In the gnome Corpus [28, 29] different types of discourse and semantic information are annotated, including reference and semantic attributes. The corpus annotation was, for example, used to train a decision tree learner for np modifier generation [7] . The re annotations in the Coconut corpus represent information at the discourse level (reference and attributes used) and at the utterance level (information about dialogue state); the 400 res with their annotations in the corpus were used to train a reg module [19] . Gupta and Stent [16] annotated both the Maptask and Coconut corpora with pos-tags, np boundaries, referents and knowledge representations for each speaker which included values for different attributes for potential referents.
Extending the existing body of reg work that has started taking discourse context and real data into account, and building on earlier work [3] , in the grec research programme (Generating Referring Expressions in Context) we have been interested in a version of the reg problem that is (i) grounded within discourse context, (ii) embedded within an application context, and (iii) informed by naturally occurring data. This paper provides an overview of our aims and motivations in this research programme, the data resources we have built (the grec-2.0 corpus and the grec-People corpus), and the first three shared-task challenges we have run based on these data resources (grec-msr'08, grecmsr'09 and grec-neg'09.
In the next two sections (Sections 3 and 4), we describe the two data resources and annotation schemes we have created for grec. In Section 5 we outline the two grec task definitions (grec-msr and grec-neg), and in Section 6 the evaluation procedures we have applied to the two tasks. In Section 7 we provide a brief overview of systems and results in the two grec-msr challenges we ran in 2008 and 2009, and in Section 8 of the grec-neg challenge which ran for the first time in 2009 and for the second time in 2010. In Section 9 we discuss some of the issues and outcomes of the grec evaluations.
In the remainder of this section, we briefly introduce the common features of the two grec tasks and summarise the differences between the annotation schemes we have developed for them.
The GREC Task in general terms
In general terms, the grec tasks are about how to generate appropriate references to an entity in the context of a piece of discourse longer than a sentence. Rather than requiring participants to generate referring expressions from scratch, the grec-msr and grec-neg tasks provide sets of possible referring expressions for selection. Figure 1 shows a human-readable version of the grec task: all references to Isaac Newton have been deleted and lists of possible referring expressions are provided instead. The task is to select a sequence of referring expressions to insert into the gaps such that the resulting text is fluent and coherent.
The immediate motivating application context for the grec Tasks is the improvement of referential clarity and coherence in extractive summaries and multiply edited texts (such as Wikipedia articles) by regenerating referring expressions contained in them. The motivating theoretical interest for the grec Tasks is to discover what kind of information is useful for making choices between different kinds of referring expressions in context.
In both the grec-2.0 and the grec-People annotation schemes, a distinction is made between reference and referential expression. A reference is 'an instance of referring' which is unique, whereas a referential expression is a word string and each reference can be realised by many different referential expressions. In the grec corpora, each time an entity is referred to, there is a single reference, but there may be several referring expressions corresponding to it: in the training/development data, there is a single re for each reference (the one found in the corpus), and a set of possible alternative res is also provided; in the test set, there are four res for each reference (the one from the corpus and three additional ones selected by subjects in a manual selection experiment), as well as the list of alternative res.
Summary of differences between the two GREC datasets
(GREC-People and GREC-2.0)
The grec-msr and grec-neg tasks used different datasets, namely the grec-2.0 corpus and the grec-People corpus, respectively. The main difference between these is that in grec-2.0 only references to the main subject of the text (msrs) have been annotated, whereas in grec-People, references to more than one discourse entity have been annotated. Other differences are that in grecPeople, (i) we have corrected spelling errors, (ii) the annotations have been extended to plural references, attributive complements, appositive supplements and subjects of gerund-participials, (iii) integrated dependents are included within the annotation of an re, and (iv) the SYNCAT attribute has been split into SYNCAT and SYNFUNC attributes, indicating (just) syntactic category of the re and syntactic function, respectively. See below for explanations of all these terms.
The GREC-2.0 Corpus
The grec-2.0 corpus consists of 1,941 introduction sections from Wikipedia articles in five different domains (cities, countries, rivers, people and mountains). The corpus texts have been annotated for three broad categories of references to the main subject 5 of each text, called Main Subject References (msrs). These are categories which were relatively simple to identify and achieve high interannotator agreement on (complete agreement among four annotators in 86% of msrs).
The grec-2.0 corpus has been divided into training, development and test data for the purposes of the grec-msr Task. The number of texts in the three data sets and the five subdomains is as follows: Total  1941  932  442  251 243  73  Training  1658  791  373  216 213  65  Development 97  46  24  12  11  4  Test  183  92  45  23  19  4 
All Mountains People Countries Cities Rivers

Types of referential expressions annotated
In terminology and view of grammar our approach to annotating res relies heavily on Huddleston and Pullum's Cambridge Grammar of the English Language [17] . We have annotated three broad categories of referential expression (re) in the grec-2.0 corpus: (i) subject nps, (ii) object nps and (iii) genitive nps including pronouns which function as subject-determiners within their matrix np.
III Subject-determiner genitives: genitive nps that function as subjectdeterminers 6 including genitive forms of pronouns. Note that this excludes genitives that are the subject of a gerund-participial 7 :
1. Its estimated length is 4,909 km.
2. The country's culture, heavily influenced by neighbours, is based on a unique form of Buddhism intertwined with local elements. 3. Vatican City is a landlocked sovereign city-state whose territory consists of a walled enclave within the city of Rome.
Comments on some aspects of annotation
Some types of relative pronoun, those in supplementary relative clauses (as opposed to integrated relative clauses, see Huddleston and Pullum, 2002, p. 1058) , are interpreted as anaphorically referential (I(2) and III(3) above). These differ from integrated relative clauses in that in supplementary relative clauses, the relative clause can be dropped without affecting the meaning of the clause containing it. From the point of view of generation, the meaning could be equally expressed in two independent sentences or in two clauses of which one is a supplementary relative clause. An example of the single-sentence construction is shown in (1) below, with the semantically equivalent two-sentence alternative shown in (2):
(1) Hristo Stoichkov is a football manager and former striker who was a member of the Bulgaria national team that finished fourth at the 1994 FIFA World Cup. (2) Hristo Stoichkov is a football manager and former striker. He was a member of the Bulgaria national team that finished fourth at the 1994 FIFA World Cup.
The grec-2.0 annotation scheme also includes 'non-realised' subject res in a restricted set of cases of vp coordination where an re is the subject of the coordinated vps. Consider the following example, where the subclausal coordination in (3) is semantically equivalent to the clausal coordination in (4): According to Huddleston and Pullum, utterances as in (3) can be thought of as a reduction of longer forms as in (4), even though the former are not syntactically derived by ellipsis from the latter p. 1280, and from the point of view of language analysis there is no need for an analysis involving a null anaphoric reference. The motivation for annotating the approximate place where the subject np would be if it were realised (the gap-like underscores above) is that from a generation <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <!DOCTYPE TEXT SYSTEM "reg08-grec.dtd"> <TEXT ID="36"> <TITLE>Jean Baudrillard</TITLE> <PARAGRAPH> <REF ID="36.1" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np-subj"> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="name" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="nominal" CASE="plain">Jean Baudrillard</REFEX> <ALT-REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="name" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="nominal" CASE="plain">Jean Baudrillard</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="name" EMPHATIC="yes" HEAD="nominal" CASE="plain">Jean Baudrillard himself</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="empty">_</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="yes" HEAD="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he himself</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="rel-pron" CASE="nominative">who</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="yes" HEAD="rel-pron" CASE="nominative">who himself</REFEX> </ALT-REFEX> </REF> (born June 20, 1929 ) is a cultural theorist, philosopher, political commentator, sociologist, and photographer. <REF ID="36.2" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="subj-det"> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="pronoun" CASE="genitive">His</REFEX> <ALT-REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="name" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="nominal" CASE="genitive">Jean Baudrillard's</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="pronoun" CASE="genitive">his</REFEX> <REFEX REG08-TYPE="pronoun" EMPHATIC="no" HEAD="rel-pron" CASE="genitive">whose</REFEX> </ALT-REFEX> </REF> work is frequently associated with postmodernism and post-structuralism. </PARAGRAPH> </TEXT> perspective there is a choice to be made about whether to realise the subject np in the second (and subsequent) coordinate(s) or not. Note that only cases of subclausal coordination at the level of vps have been annotated in this way. Therefore these are all cases where only the subject np is 'missing'. 8 There are some items that could be construed as main subject reference which we decided not to include in teh grec-2.0 annotation scheme. These include those that are, according to Huddleston and Pullum, true gaps and ellipses, adjective and noun modifiers, and implicit or anaphorically derivable references (other than those mentioned above). Some of these we added to the annotation in the separate grec-People corpus (see Section 4 below). Furthermore, we did not annotate the following types of text elements at all: the main title of the article, titles of books, films, etc. mentioned in the article; citations from articles, books, films, etc.; names and titles of organisations and persons (except where they are used in their entirety to refer to the main subject).
XML format
The xml format described below was intended only for the purpose of the grecmsr Task. While attempts have been made to make it linguistically plausible and generic, certain aspects of it have been determined solely by the requirements of the grec-msr Task. Figure 2 shows one of the texts from the grec-2.0 corpus. Each item in the corpus is an xml annotated text file, and is of document type TEXT. A TEXT is composed of one TITLE followed by any number of SEMCAT, indicating the semantic category of the referent and ranging over city, country, river, person, and mountain; and SYNCAT, the syntactic category required of referential expressions for the referent in this context (values np-obj, np-subj, subj-det 9 ). The SYNCAT attribute does not so much indicate a property of reference, as a constraint on the referential expressions that can realise it in a given context. Because in the grec-msr Task the context is fully realised text, the constraint is on syntactic category.
The distinction between reference and referential expression is useful, because a single reference can have multiple possible realisations, but also because the two have distinct properties. For example, a reference does not have lexical and syntactic properties, whereas referential expressions do; a distinction between reference and referential expression in the annotation scheme allows such properties to be annotated only where appropriate.
A REFEX element indicates a referential expression (a word string that can be used to refer to an entity). It has four attributes. HEAD is the category of the head of the re (values: nominal, pronoun, rel-pron). CASE indicates the case of the head (values for pronouns: nominative, accusative, genitive; for nominals: plain, genitive). EMPHATIC is a Boolean attribute and indicates whether the re is emphatic. In the grec-2.0 corpus, the only type of re that has this attribute is one which incorporates a reflexive pronoun used emphatically (e.g. India itself ).
The REG08-TYPE attribute (values name, common, pronoun, empty) indicates basic re type as required for the grec-msr task definition. The choice of types is motivated by the hypothesis that one of the most basic decisions to be taken in re selection for named entities is whether to use an re that includes a name, such as Modern India (the corresponding REG08-TYPE value is name); whether to go for a common-noun re, i.e. with a category noun like country as the head (common); whether to pronominalise the re (pronoun); or whether it can be left unrealised (empty).
Finally, an ALT-REFEX element is a list of REFEX elements (corresponding to different possible realisations).
The GREC-People Corpus
The grec-People corpus (a separate corpus that has no overlap with grec-2.0) consists of 1,000 annotated introduction sections from Wikipedia articles in the category People. Each text therefore has a person as the main subject. There are three subcategories: inventors, chefs and early music composers. For the purposes of the grec-neg competitions, the grec-People corpus was divided into training, development and test data. The number of texts in the three data sets and the three subdomains are as follows: The texts vary greatly in length, from 13 words to 935, the average being 128.98 words.
Annotation of Referring Expressions in GREC-People
This section describes the different types of referring expression (re) that we annotated in the grec-People corpus. As in grec-2.0, we relied on Huddleston and Pullum's work for terminology and view of syntax. The manual annotations were automatically checked and converted to the xml format described in Section 4.3 (which encodes slightly less information, as explained below).
In the example sentences in the following sections, (unbroken) underlines are used for res that are an example of the specific type of re they are intended to illustrate, whereas dashed underlines are used for other res that are also annotated in the corpus. Coreference between res is indicated by subscripts i, j, ... immediately to the right of an underline (the scope of the coindexing variables is one sentence, i.e. an i in one example sentence does not represent the same entity as an i in another example sentence). Square brackets indicate supplements. The syntactic component relativised by a relative pronoun is indicated by vertical bars. Supplements and their anchors (in the case of appositive supplements), and relative clauses and the component they relativise (in the case of relative-clause supplements) are co-indexed by superscript x, y, .... Dependents integrated in an re are indicated by curly brackets. Both supplements and dependents are highlighted in boldface font where they specifically are being discussed. All terms are explained below.
In the xml format of the annotations, the beginning and end of a reference is indicated by <REF><REFEX>... </REFEX></REF> tags, and other properties discussed in the following sections (such as syntactic category etc.) are encoded as attributes on these tags (for full details see Section 4.3 below). For the grecneg'09 Task we decided not to transfer the annotations of integrated dependents and relative clauses to the xml format. Such dependents are included within <REFEX>...</REFEX> annotations where appropriate, but without being marked up as separate constituents.
We distinguish the following syntactic categories and functions:
I Subject NPs: referring subject nps, including pronouns and special cases of vp coordination where the same referring expression functions as the subject of the coordinated vps. For example:
1. He i was born in Ramsay township, near Almonte, Ontario, Canada, the eldest son of |Scottish immigrants, {John Naismith and Margaret Young} | [who j,k had arrived in the area in 1851 and j,k worked in the mining industry]
x . 2. The Banu Musa brothers i,j,k were three 9th century Persian scholars, of Baghdad, active in the House of Wisdom.
Ia Subjects of gerund-participials:
1. His i research on hearing and speech eventually culminated in Bell i being awarded the first U.S. patent for the invention of the telephone in 1876. 2. Fessenden i used the alternator-transmitter to send out a short program from Brant Rock, which included his i playing the song O Holy Night on the violin ... . 3. Many of his i scientific contemporaries disliked him i , due in part to his i using the title Professor which technically he i wasn't entitled to do.
II Object NPs: referring nps including pronouns that function as direct or indirect objects of vps and prepositional phrases; e.g.: Note that this category excludes cases where the term has become lexicalised, such as the so-called "Newton's method"; Koch's postulates, which we take not to contain an embedded reference to a person.
IIIa REs in composite nominals: this is the only type of re we have annotated that is not an np, but a nominal. This type functions as integrated attributive complement, e.g.:
1. The company was sold to Westinghouse in 1920, and the next year its assets, including numerous important Fessenden i patents, were sold to the Radio Corporation of America, which also inherited the Fessenden i legal proceedings.
The Eichengrün i version was ignored by historians and chemists until 1999.
3. These flights demonstrated the controllability of the Montgomery i design ... .
Note that this category excludes cases where the term has become lexicalised: the Nobel Prizes; the Gatling gun; the Moog synthesizer.
In contrast to grec-2.0 we also annotated supplements and re-internal dependents, as described in detail in the grec-neg'09 participants' pack. 
Further explanation of some aspects of the annotations
Nested references: As can be seen from some of the previous examples, we annotated all embedded references, e.g.:
1. He i was named after his i maternal grandfather
born in The Hague as the son of Constantijn Huygens
x i , [a friend of René Descartesj] x i
after European pioneers such as George Cayley's i coachman j
The maximum depth of embedding in the GREC-People corpus is 3.
Plural REs: We annotated all plural res that refer to groups of people where the number of group members is known.
Unnamed references and indefinites:
We annotated all mentions of individual person entities even if they are not actually named anywhere in the text, including cases of both definite and indefinite references.
1. The resolution's sponsor i described it as ...
On 25 December 1990 he i implemented the first successful communication between
an HTTP client and server via the Internet with the help of Robert Cailliau j and a {young} student staff {at CERN} k .
XML Annotation
Each item in the corpus is an xml annotated text file (an example is shown in Figure 3 ), which is of type GREC-ITEM. A GREC-ITEM consists of a TEXT element followed by an ALT-REFEX element. A TEXT has one attribute (an ID unique within the corpus), and is composed of one TITLE followed by any number of Figure 4 . ENTITY and MENTION together constitute a unique identifier for a reference within a text; together with the TEXT ID, they constitute a unique identifier for a reference within the entire corpus.
A REFEX element indicates a referential expression (a word string that can be used to refer to an entity), and has two attributes: REG08-TYPE is as defined for grec-msr (see Section 3); CASE indicates the case of the head (values for pronouns: nominative, accusative, genitive; for nominals: plain, genitive; for any 'empty' reference: nocase).
We allow arbitrary-depth embedding of references. This means that a REFEX element may have REF element(s) embedded in it. See below on embedding in REFEX elements contained in ALT-REFEX lists.
An ALT-REFEX element is a list of REFEX elements. For the grec-neg Task, these are obtained by collecting the set of all REFEXs that are in the text, and adding the following defaults: for each REFEX that is a named reference in the genitive form, add the corresponding plain REFEX; conversely, for each REFEX that is a named reference not in the genitive form, add the corresponding genitive REFEX; for each REFEX that is a named reference add pronoun REFEXs of the appropriate number and gender, in the nominative, genitive and accusative forms, a relative pronoun REFEX in the nominative, and an empty REFEX (i.e. one with REG08-TYPE="empty"). <ALT-REFEX> ... <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="common" CASE="plain">a friend of <REF ENTITY="1" MENTION="?" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="obj"></REF></REFEX> ... </ALT-REFEX> 11 Any resulting duplicates are removed.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <!DOCTYPE GREC-ITEM SYSTEM "genchal09-grec.dtd"> <GREC-ITEM> <TEXT ID="15"> <TITLE>Alexander Fleming</TITLE> <PARAGRAPH> <REF ENTITY="0" MENTION="1" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="subj"> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Sir Alexander Fleming</REFEX> </REF> (6 August 1881 -11 March 1955) was a Scottish biologist and pharmacologist. <REF ENTITY="0" MENTION="2" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="subj"> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Fleming</REFEX> </REF> published many articles on bacteriology, immunology, and chemotherapy. <REF ENTITY="0" MENTION="3" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="subj-det"> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="genitive">his</REFEX> </REF> best-known achievements are the discovery of the enzyme lysozyme in 1922 and the discovery of the antibiotic substance penicillin from the fungus Penicillium notatum in 1928, for which <REF ENTITY="0" MENTION="4" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="subj"> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he</REFEX> </REF> shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1945 with <REF ENTITY="1" MENTION="1" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="obj"> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Florey</REFEX> </REF> and <REF ENTITY="2" MENTION="1" SEMCAT="person" SYNCAT="np" SYNFUNC="obj"> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Chain</REFEX> </REF> .</PARAGRAPH> </TEXT> <ALT-REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="empty" CASE="no_case">_</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="genitive">Fleming's</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="genitive">Sir Alexander Fleming's</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Fleming</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Sir Alexander Fleming</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="accusative">him</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="genitive">his</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="0" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">who</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="empty" CASE="no_case">_</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="genitive">Florey's</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Florey</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="accusative">him</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="genitive">his</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="1" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">who</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="empty" CASE="no_case">_</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="genitive">Chain's</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="name" CASE="plain">Chain</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="accusative">him</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="genitive">his</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">he</REFEX> <REFEX ENTITY="2" REG08-TYPE="pronoun" CASE="nominative">who</REFEX> </ALT-REFEX> </GREC-ITEM> Fig. 3 . Example text from grec-People corpus.
Name: Values:
Explanation: ENTITY integer identifier for the discourse entity that is being referred to, unique within the text MENTION integer, ?
identifier for references to a given entity, unique for the entity SEMCAT person the semantic category of the referent SYNCAT np, nom the syntactic category required of referential expressions for the referent in the given context SYNFUNC subj subject of a clause other than below subj ger-part subject of a gerund-participial ( [17] , p. 1191-1193) subj rel-clause subject within a relative clause obj (in)direct object or object of PP other than below obj rel-clause object within a relative clause obj refl object of verb referring to same entity as subject of same verb app-supp appositive supplement (e.g.: George Sarton, the father of the history of science) attr compl attributive complement (e.g.: the Fessenden patents) subj-det genitive subject-determiner (e.g.: his parents) subj-det rel-clause genitive subject-determiner within a relative clause 
GREC-MSR and GREC-NEG Task Definitions
GREC-MSR
The training/development data in gre-msr is exactly as shown in Figure 2 . The test data is the same, except that of course REF elements contain only an ALT-REFEX list, not the actual REFEX. The task for participating systems was to select one of the REFEXs in the ALT-REFEX list, for each REF in each TEXT in the test sets. The selected REFEX then had to be inserted into the REF in test set outputs submitted for the grec-msr Task.
In the first run of this task (part of reg'08 12 ), the main task aim was to get the REG08-TYPE of selected referring expressions (res) right, and reg08-Type Accuracy (for definition see Section 6) was the main evaluation metric. In the grec-msr'09 run of this task (part of GenChal'09 13 ), the main task aim was to get the actual re (the word string) right, and the main evaluation criterion was therefore Word String Accuracy.
We created four test sets for the grec-msr Task:
1. grec-msr Test Set C-1: a randomly selected 10% subset (183 texts) of the grec corpus (with the same proportions of texts in the 5 subdomains as in the training/testing data). 2. grec-msr Test Set C-2: the same subset of texts as in C-1; however, for C-2 we did not use the res in the corpus, but replaced them with humanselected alternatives. These were obtained in an online experiment (with an interface designed as shown in Figure 1 ) where participants selected res in a setting that duplicated the conditions in which the participating systems in the grec-msr Task make selections. 14 
of lakes (there were no lake texts in the training/development set). 4. grec-msr Test Set P: 31 short encyclopaedic texts in the same 5 subdomains as in the grec-2.0 corpus, in approximately the same proportions as in the training/testing data, but of different origin. We transcribed these texts from printed encyclopaedias published in the 1980s which are not available in electronic form. The texts in this set are much shorter and more homogeneous than the Wikipedia texts, and the sequences of msrs follow very similar patterns. It seems likely that it is these properties that have resulted in better scores overall for Test Set P than for the other test sets in both the 2008 and 2009 runs of the grec-msr task.
Each test set was designed to test peer systems for generalisation to different kinds of unseen data. Test Set C tests for generalisation to unseen material from the same corpus and the same subdomains as the training set; Test Set L tests for generalisation to unseen material from the same corpus but different subdomain; and Test Set P for generalisation to a different corpus but the same subdomains.
GREC-NEG
The training/development data in grec-neg is exactly as shown in Figure 3 . REFEXs in ALT-REFEX lists). The same applies to all further embedded REFEXs, at any depth of embedding.
In the first run 15 of this task (part of GenChal'09, see Footnote 9), the main task aim was to get the REG08-TYPE of selected referring expressions (res) right, and reg08-Type Accuracy (for definition see Section 6) was the main evaluation metric.
We created two versions of the test data for the grec-neg Task:
1. grec-neg Test Set 1a: randomly selected 10% subset (100 texts) of the grecPeople corpus (with the same proportion of texts in the 3 subdomains as in the training/development data). 2. grec-neg Test Set 1b: the same subset of texts as in (1a); for this set we did not use the res in the corpus, but replaced each of them with human-selected alternatives obtained in an online experiment as for grec-msr.
GREC Evaluation Procedures
As in the tuna evaluations (see Gatt & Belz elsewhere in this volume [15] ), we developed a portfolio of intrinsic and extrinsic, human-assessed and automatically computed evaluation methods to assess the quality of the res generated by grec systems. Table 1 is an overview of the techniques we have used in the grec evaluations. Each technique is explained in one of the subsections below. In all grec shared tasks, the data is divided into training, development and test data. In each case, we, the organisers, performed evaluations on the test data, using a range of different evaluation methods. Participants computed evaluation scores on the development set, using the geval-2.0.pl code provided by us which (in its most recent version) computes Word String Accuracy, reg'08-Type Recall and Precision, string-edit distance and bleu.
Some of the test sets have a single version of each text (the original corpus text, as in grec-msr test set C-1 and grec-neg test set 1a, see Sections 5.1 and 5.2), and the scoring metrics below that are based on counting matches (Word String Accuracy counts matching word strings, reg08-Type Accuracy, Recall and Precision count matching reg08-Type attribute values) simply count the number of matches a system achieves against that single text.
For each task we also created one test set which has three versions of each text with human-selected res in them (C-2 in grec-msr and 1b in grec-neg). For these sets, the match-based metrics first calculate the number of matches for each of the three versions and then use (just) the highest number of matches in further calculations.
Automatic intrinsic evaluations of Humanlikeness
One set of humanlikeness measures we computed were reg08-Type Accuracy (grec-msr), and reg08-Type Recall and Precision (grec-neg). reg08-Type Precision is defined as the proportion of REFEXs selected by a participating system that mach the corresponding REFEXs in the evaluation corpus; reg08-Type Recall is defined as the proportion of REFEXs in the evaluation corpus for which a participating system has produced a match. For grec-msr Recall equals Precision, which is why we call it Accuracy there.
The reason why we use reg08-Type Recall and Precision for grec-neg rather than reg08-Type Accuracy as in grec-msr is that in grec-neg there may be a different number of REFEXs in system outputs and the reference texts in the test set (because there are embedded references in grec-People, and systems may select REFEXs with or without embedded references for any given REF). In grec-msr, the number of REFEXs in a system output and the corresponding reference texts in the test set is the same, hence we compute just one score, reg08-Type Accuracy.
For both tasks, we computed String Accuracy, defined as the proportion of word strings selected by a participating system that match those in the reference texts. For grec-neg this was computed on the complete text within the outermost REFEX, including the text in embedded REFEX nodes.
We also computed bleu-3, nist, string-edit distance and length-normalised string-edit distance, all on word strings defined as for String Accuracy. As regards the tests sets with multiple res, bleu and nist are designed for multiple output versions (so they could be applied as they are), whereas for the string-edit metrics we computed the mean of means over the three text-level scores (computed against the three versions of a text).
Automatic extrinsic evaluation of Clarity
In all three grec shared-task evaluations, we used Coreference Resolver Accuracy (cra), an automatic extrinsic evaluation method based on coreference resolution performance. The basic idea is that it seems likely that badly chosen reference chains affect the ability to resolve res in automatic coreference resolution tools.
To counteract the possibility of results being a function of a specific coreference resolution algorithm or evaluation method, we used several resolution tools and several evaluation methods and averaged results. There does not appear to be a single standard evaluation metric in the coreference resolution community. We opted to use the following three: muc-6 [38] , ceaf [23] , and b-cubed [1] , which seem to be the most widely accepted metrics. All three metrics compute Recall, Precision and F-Scores on aligned gold-standard and resolver-tool coreference chains. They differ in how the alignment is obtained and which components of coreference chains are counted for calculating scores.
In grec-msr'08, we used three different resolvers-those included in LingPipe, 16 JavaRap [30] and Opennlp [24] . However, for grec'09 we overhauled the cra tool; the current version no longer uses Javarap, and uses the most recent versions of the other resolvers; the grec-msr'08 and grec-msr'09 results for this method are not entirely comparable for this reason.
For each system, the cra tool runs the coreference resolvers on each system output, then cra computes the muc-6, ceaf and b-cubed F-Scores for each coreference resolver output, then their mean, and finally the mean over all system outputs.
Human-assessed intrinsic evaluation of Clarity and Fluency
GREC-MSR'09
The intrinsic human evaluation in grec-msr'09 involved 24 randomly selected items from Test Set C and outputs for these produced by peer and baseline systems (described in Section 7.1) as well as those found in the original corpus texts (8 'systems' in total). We used a Repeated Latin Squares design which ensures that each participant sees the same number of outputs from each system and for each test set item. There were three 8 × 8 squares, and a total of 576 individual judgements in this evaluation (72 per system: 3 criteria ×3 articles ×8 evaluators).
We recruited 8 native speakers of English from among post-graduate students currently doing a linguistics-related degree at University College London (ucl) and Sussex University.
Following detailed instructions, participants did two practice examples, followed by the 24 texts to be evaluated, in random order. Subjects carried out the evaluation over the internet, at a time and place of their choosing. They were allowed to interrupt and resume the experiment (though discouraged from doing so). According to self-reported timings, participants took between 25 and 45 minutes to complete the evaluation (not counting breaks). Figure 5 shows what participants saw during the evaluation of an individual text. All references to the ms were highlighted in yellow, 17 and the task is to evaluate the quality of the res in terms of three criteria which were explained in the introduction as follows (the wording of the explanations of Criteria 1 and 3 were taken from the duc evaluations): Subjects selected evaluation scores by moving sliders (see Figure 5 ) along scales ranging from 1 to 5. Slider pointers started out in the middle of the scale (3). These were continuous scales and we recorded scores with one decimal place (e.g. 3.2). The meaning of the numbers was explained in terms of integer scores (1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=neither poor nor good, 4=good, 5=very good).
GREC-NEG'09
The motivating application context for the grec-neg Task is, as mentioned above (Section 2.1), improving referential clarity and coherence in multiply edited texts. We therefore designed the human-assessed intrinsic evaluation as a preference-judgement test where participants expressed their preference, in terms of two criteria, for either the original Wikipedia text or the version of it with system-generated referring expressions in it. The intrinsic human evaluation involved outputs for 30 randomly selected items from the test set from 5 of the 6 participating systems, 18 four baselines and the original corpus texts (10 'systems' in total, all described in Section 8.1). Again, we used a Repeated Latin Squares design. This time there were three 10 × 10 squares, and a total of 600 individual judgements in this evaluation (60 per system: 2 criteria ×3 articles ×10 evaluators). We recruited 10 native speakers of English from among students currently completing a linguistics-related degree at Kings College London and University College London.
As in the grec-msr and tuna evaluation experiments, participants were given detailed instructions, two practice examples, and then the texts to be evaluated, in random order. Subjects did the evaluation over the internet, at a time and place of their choosing, and were allowed (though discouraged) to interrupt and resume. Figure 6 shows what participants saw during the evaluation of an individual text pair. The place (left/right) of the original Wikipedia article was randomly determined for each individual evaluation. People references are highlighted in yellow/orange, those that are identical in both texts are yellow, those that are different are orange.
19 The evaluator's task is to express their preference, as well as the strength of their preference, in terms of each quality criterion by moving the slider pointers. Moving the slider to the left means expressing a preference for the text on the left, moving it to the right means preferring the text on the right; the further to the left/right the slider is moved, the stronger the preference. The two criteria of Fluency and Referential Clarity were explained to participants in the introduction with exactly the same wording as described above for grec-msr (Section 6.3.1).
In this experiment, unlike in the grec-msr experiment, it was not evident to the evaluators that sliders were associated with numerical values. Slider pointers started out in the middle of the scale (no preference). The values associated with the points on the slider ranged from -10.0 to +10.0.
Human-based extrinsic evaluation of Ease of Comprehension
For grec-msr'08, we designed a reading/comprehension experiment in which the task for participants was to read texts one sentence at a time and then to answer three brief multiple-choice comprehension questions after reading each text. The basic idea was that it seemed likely that badly chosen msr reference chains would adversely affect ease of comprehension, and that this might in turn affect reading speed.
We used a randomly selected subset of 21 texts from grec-msr Test Set C, and recruited 21 participants from among the staff, faculty and students of Brighton and Sussex universities. We used a Repeated Latin Squares design in which each combination of text and system was allocated three trials. During the experiment we recorded SRTime (sentence reading time), the time participants took to read sentences (from the point when the sentence appeared on the screen to the point at which the participant requested the next sentence).
We also recorded the speed and accuracy with which participants answered the questions at the end (Q-Time and Q-Acc). The role of the comprehension questions was to encourage participants to read the texts properly, rather than skimming through them, and we did not necessarily expect any significant results from the associated measures.
The questions were designed to be of varying degrees of difficulty and predictability. There were three questions (each with five possible answers) associated with each text, and questions followed the same pattern across the texts: the first question was always about the subdomain of a text (The text I just read was about a [city/country/river/person/mountain] ); the second about the geographical location of the main subject (e.g. 
.]).
The order of the possible answers was randomised for each question and each participant. The order of texts (with associated questions) was randomised for each participant. We used the dmdx package for presentation of sentences and measuring reading times and question answering accuracy [14] . Subjects did the experiment in a quiet room, under supervision.
GREC-MSR'08/09-Participating Systems and Results
Systems
In this section, we give very brief descriptions of the systems that participated in the two grec-msr competitions. Full details can be found in the reports from participating teams in the inlg'08 proceedings (for grec-msr'08) and the enlg'09 proceedings (for grec-msr'09).
Base-rand, Base-freq, Base-1st, Base-name: We created four baseline systems. Base-rand selects one of the REFEXs at random. Base-freq selects the REFEX that is the overall most frequent given the SYNCAT and SEMCAT of the reference. Base-1st always selects the REFEX which appears first in the list of REFEXs; and Base-name selects the shortest REFEX with attributes REG08-TYPE=name, HEAD=nominal and EMPHATIC=no.
20
CNTS-Type-g, CNTS-Prop-s (GREC-MSR'08) : The cnts systems are trained using memory-based learning with automatic parameter optimisation. They use a set of 14 features obtained by various kinds of syntactic preprocessing and named-entity recognition as well as from the corpus annotations: SEMCAT, SYNCAT, position of re in text, neighbouring words and pos-tags, distance to previous mention, SYNCATs of the three preceding REFEXs, a binary feature indicating whether the most recent named entity was the main subject (entity), and the main verb of the sentence. For CNTS-Type-g, a single classifier was trained to predict just the REG08-TYPE property of REFEXs. For CNTS-Prop-s, four classifiers were trained, one for each subdomain, to predict all four properties of REFEXs (rather than just REG08-TYPE).
OSU-b-all, OSU-b-nonRE, OSU-n-nonRE (GREC-MSR'08): The OSU systems are maximum-entropy classifiers trained on a range of features obtained from the corpus annotations and by preprocessing the text: SEMCAT, SYNCAT, position of re in text, presence of contrasting discourse entity, distance between current and preceding reference to the entity, string similarity measures between REFEXs and the title of text. OSU-b-all and OSU-b-nonRE are binary classifiers which give the likelihood of selecting a given REFEX vs. not selecting it, whereas OSU-nnonRE is a 4-class classifier giving the likelihoods of selecting each of the four REG08-TYPEs. OSU-b-all also uses the REFEX attributes as features.
IS-G (GREC-MSR'08):
The IS-G system is a multi-layer perceptron which uses four features obtained by preprocessing texts and from the corpus annotations: SYNCAT, distance between current and preceding reference to the entity, position of re in text, REG08-TYPE of preceding reference to the entity, feature indicating whether the preceding mention is in the same sentence.
UDel (GREC-MSR'09):
The UDel system is informed by psycholinguistic research and consists of a preprocessing component performing sentence segmentation and identification of non-referring occurrences of entity names, an re type selection component (two C5.0 decision trees, one optimised for people and mountains, the other for the other subdomains), and a word string selection component. The re type selection decision trees use the following features: binary features indicating whether the entity is the subject of the current, preceding and preceding but one sentences, whether the last msr was in subject position, and whether there are intervening references to other entities between the current and the previous msr. Other features encode distance to preceding non-referring occurrences of an entity name; sentence and reference ids; and whether the reference occurred before and after certain words and punctuation marks. Given a selected re type, the word-string selection component selects (from among those REFEXs that have a matching type) the longest non-emphatic name for the first named reference in an article, and the shortest for subsequent named references; for other types, the first matching word-string is used, backing off to pronoun and name. Table 2 . grec-msr'08: reg08-Type Accuracy scores with homogeneous subsets (Tukey hsd, alpha = .05), string-similarity scores, sentence reading time (srt), Question 1 Accuracy (Q1), and coreference resolver accuracy (cra), automatic metrics as computed against Test Set C-2.
ICSI-CRF (GREC-MSR'09):
The ICSI-CRF system construes the grec-msr task as a sequence labelling task and determines the most likely current label given preceding labels, using a Conditional Random Field model trained on the following features for the current, preceding and preceding but one msr: preceding and following word unigram and bigram; suffix of preceding and following word; preceding and following punctuation; reference id; and a binary feature encoding whether the current sentence is the beginning of a paragraph. If more than one label remains, the last in the list of possible res in the grec-msr data is selected.
JUNLG (GREC-MSR'09):
The JUNLG system is based on co-occurrence statistics between REF feature sets and REFEX feature sets as found in the grec-msr data. REF feature sets were augmented by a paragraph counter and a withinparagraph REF counter. For each given set of REF features, the system selects the most frequent REFEX feature set (as determined from co-occurrence counts in the training data). If the current set of possible REFEXs does not include a REFEX with the selected feature set, then the second most likely feature set is selected. Several hand-coded default rules override the frequency-based selections, e.g. if the preceding word is a conjunction, and the current SYNCAT is np-subj, then the reg08-Type is empty. Table 2 shows mean scores for all evaluation methods in grec-msr'08; in the case of the automatically computed metrics, scores were computed against Test Set C-2, which has 3 versions of each text in the test set, each with people res selected by a (different) human. Statistically significant differences are indicated (in the form of homogeneous subsets) only for reg08-Type Accuracy which was the nominated main evaluation method of grec-msr'08.
Results
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21 By 'nominated main evaluation method' we mean that this was the method that participants were told was going to be the main method by which systems would Table 3 . grec-msr'08: Pearson's correlation coefficients for all evaluation methods in Table 2 . **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Table 3 shows the corresponding Pearson's correlation coefficients for all evaluation methods in Table 2 . The picture is very clear: all corpus-similarity metrics (whether based on string similarity or re type similarity) are strongly and highly significantly correlated with each other. However they are not correlated significantly with any of the extrinsic methods, and there are also no significant correlations between any of the extrinsic methods.
22 Table 4 shows analogous results for grec-msr'09. This time, the table shows statistical significance for Word String Accuracy, as this was the nominated main evaluation method for grec-msr'09. Table 5 shows the corresponding Pearson's correlation coefficients. This time the picture is not quite so simple. Once again, the automatically computed corpus-similarity metrics correlate strongly and highly significantly with each other. Out of the human-assessed intrinsic metrics, Fluency and Coherence correlate strongly with the automatically computed corpus-similarity metrics. However, Clarity only correlates with nist and (to a lesser extent) with se. While Fluency and Coherence correlate well with each other, only Coherence is also correlated with Clarity. The correlation between Fluency and Coherence makes sense intuitively, since both could be seen as dimensions of how well a text reads. The weaker correlations with Clarity indicate that the human evaluators were able to consider it to some degree independently from the other criteria, and there must have been some systems that produced texts that were clear but not fluent (or even vice versa). The slightly stronger correlation between Coherence and Clarity also makes sense, since, for example, using pronouns in the right place contributes to both (but not necessarily to Fluency).
be evaluated. The reason why this is important is that some participants may have optimised their systems for the nominated main evaluation method. 22 For comparison with a similar lack of correlations between intrinsic and extrinsic methods in the tuna tasks, see the discussion section below (Section 9). Table 4 . **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
GREC-NEG'09-Participating Systems and Results
Systems
In this section, we give very brief descriptions of the systems that participated in the grec-neg competition. Individual reports describing participating systems can be found in the proceedings of the ucnlg+sum workshop.
Base-rand, Base-freq, Base-1st, Base-name: We created four baseline systems each with a different way of selecting a REFEX from those REFEXs in the ALT-REFEX list that have matching entity ids. Base-rand selects a REFEX at random. Base-1st selects the first REFEX. Base-freq selects the first REFEX with a REG08-TYPE that is the overall most frequent (as determined from the training/development data) given the SYNCAT, SYNFUNC and SEMCAT of the reference. Base-name selects the shortest REFEX with attribute REG08-TYPE=name.
UDel-NEG-1, UDel-NEG-2, UDel-NEG-3: The UDel-NEG-1 system is identical to the UDel system that was submitted to the grec-msr'09 Task (for a description of that system see Section 7.1 above), except that it was adapted to the different data format of grec-neg. UDel-NEG-2 is identical to UDel-NEG-1 except that it was retrained on grec-neg data and the feature set was extended by entity and mention ids. UDel-NEG-3 additionally utilised improved identification of other entities. Table 6 . grec-neg'09: reg08-Type Recall and Precision scores with homogeneous subsets (Tukey hsd, alpha = .05), and all word-string similarity based intrinsic automatic scores. All scores as computed against human topline version of Test Set (1b).
ICSI-CRF: see Section 7.1.
WLV-BIAS, WLV-STAND:
The WLV systems start with sentence splitting and pos tagging. WLV-STAND then employs a J48 decision tree classifier to obtain a probability for each REF/REFEX pair that it is a good pair in the current context. The context is represented by the following set of features. Features of the REFEX word string include features encoding whether the string is the longest of the possible REFEXs, the number of words in the string, and all REFEX features supplied in the grec-neg data. Features of the REF include features encoding whether the current entity's chain is the first in the text, whether the current mention of the entity is the first, whether the mention is at the beginning of a sentence, and all REF features supplied in grec-neg data. Other features include one that encodes whether the current REF is preceded by one of a given set of strings including ", but", "and then" and similar phrases, the distance in sentences to the last mention, the reg08-Types selected for the two preceding REFs, the pos tags of the preceding four words and the following three words, the correlation between SYNFUNC and CASE values, and the size of the chain.
WLV-BIAS is the same except that it is retrained on reweighted training instances. The reweighting scheme assigns a cost of 3 to false negatives and 1 to false positives. Table 6 shows mean scores for all evaluation methods used in grec-neg'09; in the case of the automatically computed metrics, scores were computed against Test Set 1b, which has 3 versions of each text in the test set, each with people res selected by a (different) human. Statistically significant differences (in the form of homogeneous subsets) are shown only for reg08-Type Precision and Recall which were the nominated main evaluation methods of grec-neg'09. Table 6 . **= Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *= Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). Table 7 shows the corresponding correlation results (again for Pearson's r) at the system level. All intrinsic methods, both automatically computed and human-assessed, correlate well. Unlike in the grec-msr correlation results, here, coreference resolver accuracy (cra) correlates well with all intrinsic methods except Word String Accuracy and string-edit distance. The strongest correlation is with reg08-Type Precision and Recall.
Results
Discussion
Evaluation Methods
An important research focus in both the tuna and the grec shared-task challenges has been the evaluation methods we have used. Our dual aims have been to develop new evaluation methods, and to assess the performance of both existing and new evaluation methods.
One very experimental evaluation metric we developed is Coreference Resolver Accuracy (cra). The original implementation included one resolver, Javarap, that was with hindsight not suitable, because it performs anaphora resolution rather than coreference resolution (and not all references are anaphoric). The removal of Javarap may explain the differences in correlation results between grec-msr'08 and grec-msr'09 (Tables 3 and 5) : in the former, correlations tended to go in a positive direction, whereas in the latter, they tended to be in the negative direction. However, the only statistically significant correlation results are from grec-neg'09, where correlations (Table 7) with the intrinsic metrics were all in the 'right' direction (i.e. better intrinsic scores also implied better cra). A clear bias of cra is that it favours systems that produce a lot of named references (as these are easy for a coreference resolver to identify). cra remains a highly experimental evaluation metric, but as both coreference resolution methods and named entity generation methods improve, it may become a viable evaluation method.
Another experimental evaluation method we developed is extrinsic evaluation by reading/comprehension experiments. The intuition here was that poorly chosen references would slow down reading speed and interfere with text comprehension. The one time we ran this experiment (grec-msr'08), the differences in reading speeds between the participating systems were very small (and no statistically significant differences were found). We did (unexpectedly) find a significant (albeit weak) impact on the comprehension question that asked readers what the article they had just read was about (possible answers were person, city, country, river or mountain).
Of course, we cannot conclude from the lack of statistically significant differences between reading times that there are no differences to be found, and a different experimental design may well reveal such significant differences. For example, a contributing factor to our lack of results may have been that measuring reading time at the sentence level results in measurements on the order of seconds, and there is a lot of variance in such long reading times. We are planning to run this experiment again in the next grec-neg evaluation. This time, we will aim to measure reading time on smaller units of text (e.g. individual referential expressions), possibly using eye-tracking; we will also include the baseline systems. For the time being, however, this also remains a very experimental evaluation method.
Much more successful in the immediately term was the preference judgement experiment in grec-neg'09. Rating-scale evaluations, where human evaluators assess system outputs by selecting a score on a discrete scale, are the most common form of human-assessed evaluation in nlp, but are problematic for several reasons. Rating scales are unintuitive to use; deciding whether a given text deserves a 5, a 4 or a 3 etc. can be difficult. Furthermore, evaluators may ascribe different meanings to scores and the distances between them. Individual evaluators have different tendencies in using rating scales, e.g. what is known as 'end-aversion' tendency where certain individuals tend to stay away from the extreme ends of scales; other examples are positive skew and acquiescence bias, where individuals make disproportionately many positive or agreeing judgements (see e.g. [8] ). It is not surprising then that stable averages of quality judgements, let alone high levels of agreement, are hard to achieve, as has been observed for mt [36, 22] , text summarisation [35] , and language generation [2] . The result of a rating scale experiment is ordinal data (sets of scores selected from the discrete rating scale). The means-based ranks and statistical significance tests that are commonly presented with the results of rses are not generally considered appropriate for ordinal data in the statistics literature [33] . At a minimum, "a test on the means imposes the requirement that the measures must be additive, i.e. numerical" [33, p. 14] . Parametric statistics are more powerful than non-parametric alternatives, because they make a number of strong assumptions (including that the data is numerical). If the assumptions are violated then the risks is that the significance of results is overestimated.
In view of these problems, we wanted to try out a preference judgement experiment, where evaluators compare two outputs at a time and simply have to state which of the two they think is better in terms of a given quality criterion. The experiment we designed (described in Section 6.3) added a twist to this in that we used sliders with which participants could express the strength of their preference (see Figure 6) . In all cases, participants were comparing system outputs to the original Wikipedia texts. Viewed in terms of binary preference decisions, this experiment gave very clear-cut results: all but the top two systems were dispreferred almost all of the time; the second ranked system was dispreferred and neither preferred nor dispreferred about the same number of times (and almost never preferred); the top ranking system (icsi-crf) was dispreferred only about a third of the time, and in the case of of Fluency, it was preferred more often than it was dispreferred. This last result indicates that the icsi-crf system actually succeeded in improving over the Wikipedia texts.
There was also less variance and more statistically significant differences in the results than in comparable rating-scale experiments (including evaluation experiments that use slider bars to represent rating scales such as in grecmsr'09 and tuna'09). The correlations between Fluency and Clarity on the one hand and the string-similarity metrics on the other were very high (mostly above 0.92). The results are easy to interpret-strength of preference and preference counts are intuitive concepts. On the whole, preference judgements using slider scales with results reported in the above manner are a very promising new evaluation method for nlg, and we are currently conducting follow-up experiments to investigate it further.
In assessing the different evaluation methods we have used, we look at variance, how many statistically significant differences were found, and how intuitive the results are. After grec-msr'08, we decided not to use the rouge metrics any more (part of the problem was the infeasibly high rank both rouge-su4 and rouge-2 assigned to the random baseline). As mentioned above, we continue to consider cra and reading-comprehension experiments unreliable methods, albeit ones with potential from further development.
However, our main tool is looking at correlation coefficients between sets of system-level evaluation scores. In grec-msr'08, there were strong correlations between all pairs of intrinsic evaluation metrics, and none between any intrinsic and extrinsic measures. But the latter result is hard to interpret, because of the highly experimental nature of the extrinsic measures. Furthermore, very few statistically significant results were obtained for the extrinsic measures, so for the time being we do not know how meaningful they are.
In grec-msr'09, there were strong correlations between all pairs of intrinsic evaluation metrics (human-assessed and automatically computed) except for Clarity which only correlated significantly with nist, se and Coherence. The correlations with cra were not significant.
Finally, in grec-neg'09, virtually all measures correlated strongly with each other; even cra correlated well with most measures (except for Word String Accuracy and string-edit distance).
While the lack of correlation between extrinsic and intrinsic measures in grec-msr'08 and grec-msr'09 echoes similar results from the tuna evaluations, we would caution against drawing any conclusions from this, because of the experimental nature of the extrinsic metrics. The one time we did get plenty of significant differences for cra (in grec-neg'09), we also had good correlation with the intrinsic measures.
Repeated comparative evaluation experiments can reveal patterns in how measures relate to each other. They can also show individual measures to yield inconsistent and/or unintuitive results over time. In the case of the remaining measures-those that do yield consistent and plausible results over time-two measures that consistently correlate highly in different experiments and for different tasks, could conceivably substitute for each other. But what we have avoided is to interpret any one of our measures as a basis for validating other measures. In mt and summarisation evaluation, good correlation with human judgements is often taken as validating an automatic metric (and conversely, lack of correlation as invalidating it). But intrinsic human judgements are simply not consistent and reliable enough to provide an objective meta-evaluation tool. 23 Moreover, all they provide is an insight into what humans (think they) like, not what is best or most useful for them (the two can be two very different matters, as discussed in [4] ).
Ultimately, what those evaluation measures that are in themselves consistent, but do not consistently correlate strongly with each other, can provide us with are assessments of two different aspects of system quality. If there is anything we have learned from the numerous evaluation experiments we have carried out for tuna and grec, it is that a range of intrinsic and extrinsic methods, humanassessed and automatically computed, need to be applied in order to obtain a comprehensive view of system quality.
Development of the GREC Tasks
The grec tasks are designed to build on each other, and to become increasingly complex and application-oriented. Our aims in this have been (i) to create data and define tasks that will enable reg researchers to investigate the reg problem as grounded in discourse context and informed by naturally occurring data; (ii) to build bridges to the summarisation and named-entity recognition communities by designing tasks that should be of specific interest to those researchers; and (iii) to move towards being able to use reg techniques in real application contexts.
Until recently, connections and joint forums between nlg and other fields in which language is automatically generated (notably mt and summarisation) were steadily decreasing as these fields moved away from language generation techniques and towards data-driven, direct text-to-text mappings. This made it difficult for nlg researchers to engage with these fields effectively and contribute to developing solutions for application tasks.
Grammar-based language generation techniques are making a comeback in mt and summarisation, as stastistical mt researchers have moved towards incorporating syntactic knowledge (e.g. under the heading of syntax-based statistical mt as in work by Knight and colleagues [6, 13] ), and researchers in extractive summarisation have started to develop post-processing text regeneration techniques to improve the coherence and clarity of summaries [27, 34, 25] .
This means that there is now more common ground than there has been in a long time between nlg and neighbouring fields, providing a good opportunity to bring researchers from the different fields together in working on intersecting tasks such as the grec tasks.
We have already succeeded in attracting researchers from the Named Entity Recognition (ner) and machine learning communities as participants in grecneg'09. In grec'10, one of the subtasks is ner and another is an end to end re regeneration task for extractive summarisation. The latter task will also be the first task to require stand-alone application systems to be developed.
Concluding Remarks
Participation in the grec tasks has so far not reached the high levels of participation seen in the first two years of the tuna tasks. This may be because the grec tasks are entirely new research tasks, whereas tuna involved tasks that many researchers were already working on (the first give challenge also attracted just three teams from outside the team of organisers; see Koller et al. elsewhere in this volume [20] ). We are counteracting this to some extent by running each task in two consecutive years.
The grec research programme started out as an investigation into the reg task as grounded in discourse context and informed by naturally occurring data. We have since created two substantial annotated data resources which between them contain some 21,000 annotated referring expressions. These data resources, along with all automatically computed evaluation methods, become freely available for research purposes as soon as the last competition based on them is concluded.
